Effort Reporting ECRT Schedule - Quarterly

1st Quarter
- Certifying Period Begins: Jun. 10
- Certifying Period Ends: Sep. 9
- Effort Statement Release Date: Oct. 15
- Effort Statement Due Date: Dec. 14

2nd Quarter
- Certifying Period Begins: Sep. 10
- Certifying Period Ends: Dec. 9
- Effort Statement Release Date: Jan. 15
- Effort Statement Due Date: Mar. 14

3rd Quarter
- Certifying Period Begins: Dec. 10
- Certifying Period Ends: Mar. 9
- Effort Statement Release Date: Apr. 15
- Effort Statement Due Date: Jun. 14

4th Quarter
- Certifying Period Begins: Mar. 10
- Certifying Period Ends: Jun. 9
- Effort Statement Release Date: Jul. 15
- Effort Statement Due Date: Sep. 14

Certifying Period
- 1st Quarter: July - September
- 2nd Quarter: October - December
- 3rd Quarter: January - March
- 4th Quarter: April - June